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ABSTRACT
Social Media posts, where real images are unscrupulously reused
along with provocative text to promote a particular idea, have been
one of the major sources of disinformation. By design, these claims
are without editorial oversight and accessible to a vast population
who otherwise may not have access to multiple information sources.
This implies the need to fact-check these posts and clearly explain
which parts of the posts are fake. In the supervised learning setup,
this is often reduced to a binary classification problem, neglecting
all intermediate stages. Further, these claims often involve recent
events on which systems trained on historical data are prone to
fail. In this work, we propose a zero-shot approach by retrieving
real-time web-scraped evidence from multiple news websites and
matching them with the claim text and image using pretrained
language vision systems. We propose a graph structured represen-
tation, which a) allows us to gather evidence automatically and b)
helps generate interpretable results by explicitly pointing out which
parts of the claim can not be verified. Our zero-shot method, with
improved interpretability, generates competitive results against the
state-of-the-art methods.

1 INTRODUCTION
Disinformation through Social Media posts can be characterized as
retelling an existing story, usually with a visual aid. In the past, this
visual aid usually consisted of some existing image being repur-
posed; thus, tracing the image to its real-world origin would have
unmasked the truth. However, the danger of increasing realistic
deepfakes means we can no longer use only vision modality for im-
age similarity; instead, we should look at the source, too. This form
of disinformation can be particularly dangerous because images
are a powerful tool for propaganda, often evoking deep emotions.
Further, the inclusion of images in Social media posts [12] leads to
increased likes and shares, perpetuating a misleading sense of credi-
bility. All this, coupled with the ease of image re-purposing and the
fact that it does not require any technical knowledge or expertise,
makes out-of-context usage of images a major source of disinfor-
mation. We understand Out-of-context usage as the purposeful
misuse of the image by changing its context. However, given that
the purpose is misuse, the most harmful choices for re-purposing
are images that are already rich with visual information rather than
generic or symbolic. These are also the kinds of images that are
often reported in news media. Thus, we propose a framework for
verifying social media posts against news websites in this work.
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Figure 1: Core Idea: Fact-checking Social Media Posts against
News Websites: Example of an image-text claim where the
image has been used out-of-context. XV(T) is Visual cross-
evidence from text claim T, and XT(V) is Text cross-evidence
from image claim V. We show through a graph-based text
representation that ‘riots’ and ‘June 5 2013’, among others, are
supported by the XV(T) through similarly colored nodes and
edges. However, the retrieved image is not visually similar to
the original one, and thus, this is judged as Out-of-Context
(OOC). Furthermore, XT(V) does not support T in terms of
matched nodes or edges but instead conflicts regarding the
location context (‘Turkey’ vs. ‘Iran’).

Out-of-context detection has been addressed in the past as a
learning task. However, gathering large-scale labeled out-of-context
datasets takes time and effort. Previous efforts at creating synthetic
datasets were focused on swapping captions [7] or replacing entities
[17] and generating pseudo-fakes. In [13], we see the use of a lan-
guage vision system to create synthetic fakes by mapping news clip
images to semantically similar but unrelated (in reality) captions.
The authors observed that machine-driven image re-purposing is
now a realistic threat and provided samples that represent challeng-
ing instances of mismatch between text and image in news that can
mislead humans. This was followed up in [19], where further auto-
mated manipulations were introduced through complete swaps or
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slight attribute changes, creating a further realistic out-of-context
dataset.

The image-text pairs are so convincing that they should no longer
be judged in isolation but only through support from external
knowledge, almost like how journalists fact-check news by looking
for supporting or contesting evidence. In [1], we see our inspiring
idea, where the authors use automatically web-scraped external
evidence to detect OOC usage of image-text. The authors introduce
the idea of cross-evidence to fact-check multi-modal posts, where
the image is reverse searched to find evidence text, and text is
searched to find evidence image. However, the underlying issue
that needs to be addressed is how the style of the text (claim) biases
the results (evidence) it returns. When a story is retold subjectively
in social media, it loses the style of the source (news website),
affecting the retrieval of relevant evidence from direct searches.

In our work, we rely on this idea of OOC detection through exter-
nal evidence but try to overcome the main limitations of previous
approaches, which can be summarized in the following points:

• Learning-based approaches need for labeled data, which is
difficult to obtain, and synthetic datasets often don’t capture
the distribution of actual fake news.

• Black box binary classification often renders the final out-
put opaque. This is particularly relevant for fact-checking,
where explaining is often as crucial as prediction.

• Fact checking relies on the retrieval of good evidence, which
is often affected adversely by claim visual quality and text
style.

Therefore, in this work, we explore zero-shot rule-based match-
ing as an alternative to data-driven learning of fake versus real
claims. This zero-shot approach is interpretable by design and,
therefore, enriches the final decision with explainability. Further-
more, we introduce a feedback-based retrieval of evidence that
iteratively improves the search results.

In summary, our main contributions are:
• We propose a Structured Representation of Text in terms

of LLM-aided Entity Relationship graphs and Pretrained
Visual Features that allow us to do rule-based matching
against data-driven learning for Out-of-context Detection

• We propose a Feedback-based Retrieval that iteratively
improves upon search results by leveraging our structured
representation and exploring unmatched nodes. This re-
trieval is aided by an LLM

• We propose a Zero-shot Verification and Explanation
scheme that applies strict matching rules to the structured
representations of the claim and evidence to generate in-
terpretable results.

2 RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we look at the related work in terms of 1) fact-finding
or evidence retrieval strategies, 2) the supervision used to learn,
3) the explanations, if any provided, as part of the reasoning, and
finally, 4) the bias in the designs of the task and dataset.

Several works study the detection of multi-modal misinforma-
tion [1, 2, 8, 9, 13]. Some of them deal with a small scale human-
generated multi-modal fake news [8, 9], while others address out-
of-context misinformation where a real image can be paired with a
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Figure 2: Scope: Fact checking Social Media Posts against
News Websites

swapped real text often with manipulated textual and location data
as in [17] or even without any manipulation [1, 2, 13].

2.1 Retrieval Based Reasoning
The use of external evidence has been explored in Vision Language
tasks, but mostly related to Visual Question Answering [10, 14, 20]
leveraging publicly available external knowledge bases. In the case
of VQA, primarily it is the question words [14] along with visual
cues in the form of scene labels [14], detected entities [10], or pre-
dicted visual attributes [20], that are used to retrieve knowledge
from external sources. Once retrieved, the knowledge facts are in-
corporated into the answer generation. Success in the VQA setup
has led to similar architectures and labeled datasets being adopted
in the misinformation detection task. In question answering, we
gather evidence to answer a specific question about the input; in
fact-checking, we look for evidence that verifies the claims. This
verification usually entails the retrieval of related evidence, fol-
lowed by binary classification or threshold-based similarity checks.
In Factify [15], Mocheg[22], CCN [1] we find examples of multi-
modal fact-checking based on knowledge. While Factify is more of
a reasoning task with only one piece of evidence for each modality,
Mocheg uses web-scraped image text evidence to verify text-only
claims. However, this retrieval is unrestricted, leading to the possi-
bility of retrieving falsified evidence from a propaganda medium,
corrupting the final decision.

In [1], we encounter a framework for verifying image-text claims
with multiple multi-modal evidence, which are retrieved from news
websites. This news website-based retrieval adds credibility to the
evidence source. The text and image claim parts are queried to gen-
erate cross-image evidence and cross-text evidence. The motivation
behind cross-evidence is to check if the image or the text has been
used in a similar context. This cross-modality search also means
the final retrieved evidence is in the same modality as the claims,
ensuring easy uni-modal comparison. The authors propose a mem-
ory network-based binary classifier. While the memory network is
responsible for the relevant evidence collection, the model is not
explicitly designed to point out the clenching evidence (maximally
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relevant single evidence) that leads to the decision. [16] addressed
this issue with their focus on identifying the relevant evidence first.

2.2 Interpretable models: Structured
Representation

While [16] allows for explicitly pointing out which evidence led to
the decision, it can not give fine-grained information expressing
which parts of the claim are supported by this evidence. This is
often a key requirement in Fact-checking, where the reader is in-
terested in knowing how exactly the evidence supports or contests
the claim. In [19], the authors propose a supervised multi-label
classification scheme trained to add a degree of explainability to
their model. The supervised multi-label classifier detects complete
changes or swaps in the image or text regions based on its training
on a synthetically augmented version of the dataset proposed in [1].
While labels render the model interpretable in terms of the output,
it is susceptible to bias due to the synthetic augmentation as well as
the final supervision. We argue for structured representation-based
reasoning, where we focus on generating representations that can
be easily applied to rules and checked for consistency without any
learning involved. Such an approach lends itself to be interpretable
by design and free from training bias.

2.3 Supervision is Bias
The idea of what is fake and what is not is inherently challenging.
In ways, the focus is more about finding and emphasizing differ-
ences and not just similarities. The human understanding of what
is fake is often a result of complex rationale, prior experience, and
the latest evidence. It results in arguments and debates that explain
the fairness of a post in terms of support and conflict with external
independent evidence and sources. It is more akin to the task of fact-
finding and applying a set of rules, where the fact-finding is often
the bulk of the effort, and the rules are clear and unambiguous. Not
unlike legal proceedings or judgments. In the supervised learning
setup, this is, however, reduced to a binary label, neglecting all in-
termediate stages. Treating the problem as a data-driven, learnable
task. These methods are, in general, binary classifiers trained with
supervision, either from human annotations or from the sampling
scheme used to generate them. Such a system has an inherent bias
towards the dataset it has been trained on with poor generalization.
Even when external knowledge is incorporated into the pipeline to
add generalization, the choice of external knowledge is guided by
the final supervision.

3 METHOD
Our primary assumption about the claim is that it is presented
in the format of a Text-Image pair. Given the claim couplet, we
are tasked with verifying the content with evidence. The first part
of our work entails retrieving external cross-evidence based on
Internet searches. These retrieved evidence are then ranked based
on similarity to identify the relevant evidence. Our key insights are
1) fine-grained structured representation of the claim and evidence,
which allows us to explicitly point out supports and conflicts while
also being interpretable, and 2) supervised learning leads to bias,
and thus, a zero-shot approach to detect the said conflicts and
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supports is more desirable. In Fig. 3 we present our framework,
based on the following components.

• Structured Representation of text as Entity Relationship
Graphs and images in terms of pretrained visual features

• ComparisonMetrics of Entity Relationship Graph (Graph
Match) and images (Image Match)

• Multi-modal Feedback based Evidence Retrieval guided
by ER graphs

• InterpretableVerification of Claimwith Evidence (through
Comparison metrics) in terms of Supports and Conflicts

As we can see in Fig. 3, the claim image is represented with a set
of visual features while the claim text is converted into an Entity
Relationship Graph. The image is used through reverse search to
find cross-textual evidence, and the text is used to find cross-visual
evidence. The graph-based representation of textual evidence and
the visual representation of visual evidence are matched against the
original text and image to find supporting and conflicting evidence.
The result of the matching is also used to refine the retrieval of
cross-evidence. Finally, we can get an interpretable decision in
terms of matched nodes, edges and visual features.

3.1 Structured Representation
The image text pairs used in this dataset were originally sourced
from news media outlets. Such images are rich in famous personal-
ities and landmarks, in addition to the generic objects. The text, on
the other hand, usually discusses named entities. This determines
our feature choices detailed below.

3.1.1 Visual Features.

Objects. We use a pretrained detection model[21] to detect 𝑁𝑜
object bounding boxes, which are then encoded through a pre-
trained Mask-RCNN Model[6]. Similar to Cosmos[2], our visual
encoding consists of RoIAlign and average pooling to generate
visual object embedding {vobji } ∈ 𝑅2048 (where i = 1, . . , 𝑁𝑜 ).
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Faces. News images are often rich in personality faces, so we
use a pretrained face detector [23] to detect 𝑁𝑓 faces, which are
encoded through the pretrained facing embeddings[18] to generate
visual face embedding {vfacei } ∈ 𝑅512 (where i = 1, . . , 𝑁𝑓 ).

Place. Locations, or scene information is encoded through a
pretrained network[24], trained on 365 different types of places, to
define our {vplace} ∈ 𝑅2048.

Semantic. We use a pretrained network [5] to generate global
image semantic features {vsem} ∈ 𝑅1000.

Caption. Finally, we use BLIP[11] to generate an automated cap-
tion which we encode through BERT[3], to form {vcap} ∈ 𝑅768

Final Visual Features.

v = [vobj1,2,..,No
, vface1,2,..,Nf

, vplace, vsem, vcap] (1)

3.1.2 Text Graph Construction : Build Graph : Given plain text,
we want to represent them in a structured way in terms of the
named entities and actions/relationships connecting them. Our
principal idea is that comparing texts in terms of these graphs
leads to a more fine-grained understanding of where the individual
texts agree or conflict. We use a large language model to create
this ER graph from plain text input. Our cautious use of LLMS is
guided by detailed prompts, examples, and checks. We give specific
instructions and examples about entity detection and relationship
identification focusing on news stories, and we require a particular
format that can be easily interpreted as a network graph. This
allows us to automatically check graph properties leveraging the
networkx library. We combine this with formatting checks and
violations of our instructions to reject responses we deem unfit. We
define the nodes and edges as :

• Nodes The detected named entities in the text form the
nodes. The named entity nodes are further enriched with
facts from an external knowledge base. Similar to [4], we
extract a set of candidate knowledge facts for each node
and use the tweet text to select the most in-context candi-
date meaning. Thus, our Node representation consists of
details about the type of entity and a contextually relevant
description. We encode location and date entities in a spe-
cific hierarchical fashion, namely (city, state, country) and
(day, date, month, and year), enabling exact correspondence
and, thus, easy comparison.

• Edges The edges connecting two named entities are defined
with an explicit extractive action and abstractive descrip-
tion. The action terms are restricted from being directly
from the text, whereas their description is generated based
on the LLM’s knowledge about the action. This abstractive
description allows us to map similar actions based on the
description, like ‘protest’ to ‘demonstration.’

Evidence Graph: Build Graph Conditional. The texts to be
compared are often widely different in their coverage of an event.
While the claim may be a 280-character Twitter post, the web-
scraped evidence text may be a few paragraphs. The graphs natively
formed from varying lengths of text can have very different topolo-
gies, rendering them hard to compare. We represent an evidence
text, focusing on the entities and relationships we have found in the

claim text. We prompt the LLM to focus on the entities in the claim
text graph and steer the detection around them. For the relationship
we seek to validate, we pass the edges in terms of their participating
nodes while masking out the actual action relating to them and its
corresponding description and task the LLM to predict them. This
implies we force the evidence graph to have an edge between nodes
if such nodes are also present in the claim graph and connected by
an edge, thereby enforcing a similar graph topology.

3.2 Comparison Metrics
We compare the Claim Text and Image against the retrieved evi-
dence, as shown in Fig 3. Our multi-modal verification involves
checking for 1) Image match by comparing the claim Image and
the cross Evidence Image (XV) and 2) Graph Match by checking
the claim text against the Cross Evidence Text (XT).

3.2.1 Visual Metric: Image Match . For visual verification, we
score the semantic, place, face, and object and automated caption
features of the claim and retrieve evidence in terms of the cosine
distance of their embeddings. If any three of the 5 scores are similar
beyond Image similarity threshold of 0.9 , we consider the images
as matched.

3.2.2 Text Metrics: Graph Match. For the text verification, we
compare the ER graphs from the Claim and Evidence text. Our
assumption is that for a True Claim, every edge in the Claim graph
must have a corresponding edge or walk in the Evidence graph. We
achieve this through

• Entity Matching : Map Nodes to check if similar nodes
exist in the Evidence graph

• Conflicts in Nodes: Find Conflict to check if the said
mapped nodes have any conflict in terms of location and
date

• and finally Edges Matching: Find Support to check if claim
edges are connected by a semantically similar edge or walk
in the evidence text.

EntityMatching. Same entities may be represented slightly dif-
ferently across texts, and thus, instead of an exact name-matching-
based correspondence, we take into account the node details spe-
cific to the entity. Our prompting scheme enforces such details
in an entity type-specific predefined format. Thus, the nodes are
encoded in terms of their name and description using pretrained
word embeddings. We solve the node correspondence as a linear
assignment problem through a modified Hungarian algorithm. The
cosine distance between the node embeddings is used to define the
cost matrix for the Hungarian. For a given node, we mask its cost
related to the nodes of the same graph, forcing it to be mapped to
nodes of the other graph.

Check forConflicts in the nodes in terms of Location andDate.
While news articles may talk about similar people and events, their
contextual details in terms of location and date distinguish them.
Thus, in this step, we check if the nodes mapped in the previous
stage are consistent in terms of the location and date type entities
in their neighborhood. The hierarchical nature of formatting allows
for the dealing of missing values in terms of city or state name or
month. We deem a pair of matched nodes consistent in terms of
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location when they share the same location type entity in their
neighborhood. A conflict is raised when the nodes have different
location-type entities. A similar logic is applied to check for date
checks. Any inconsistency in this stage leads to rejection of the
mapping.

Edge Matching to find Supported Claim edges . For a given
edge (a,b, action) in the claim graph, we check if the corresponding
nodes 𝑎

′
and 𝑏

′
in the evidence graph, found using Hungarian

in the previous stage, are connected in the evidence graph by a
walk. However, the presence of a walk is not enough, as this walk
could be contesting (disagreeing with) or verifying (agreeing with)
the claim. Thus, we check the semantic similarity of this walk on
the evidence graph against the claim edge. We collate the action
terms along the walk and compare the cosine similarity against
the claim action in terms of BERT embeddings [3]. Thus, edges
can be marked as ‘unconnected’ if the nodes are not connected
in the evidence graph. Otherwise, they can be marked ‘verified’
based on semantic similarities. This fine-grained marking of edges
allows us to explicitly point out which parts of the claim were
verified. This edge-matching scheme allows us to combine multiple
evidence graphs and reason about the status of the claim edges
simultaneously.

We output this fraction of claim edges verified as the measure of
overall support for this claim given the evidence.

3.3 Evidence Retrieval
Given an Image-Text Claim, we define Text Cross Evidence as the
text evidence obtained by reverse search with the Image Claim, and
similarly, Visual Cross Evidence as the visual evidence obtained by
direct search with the Text Claim. In Fig. 3, we show an example of
a text-image claim and the retrieved evidence and cross-evidence.
For the NewsClIPpings dataset, we use the retrieved Cross evidence
provided [1] as part of the dataset. For Remiss, we collect evidence
following the scheme below :

3.3.1 Text Cross Evidence : Reverse Search . We use Google
Reverse Search on the claim image to find Text Cross Evidence.
This Text allows us to find the context in which the claim image has
been used in. However, this reverse search works best for content
that is already widely published and is not as effective when tested
on user-posted images on social media.

3.3.2 Visual Cross Evidence: Direct Search. We query the
Google powered Programmable search engine with the text
claim to collect Visual Cross Evidences. When the text claim is brief
and factual, it can be used in this manner to query the Internet to
find close matches, as can be seen with our experiments in AP1.
For more verbose text claims, we often need to summarize the text
and create specific search terms. However, the specific search terms
that might work for an image depend on the annotation the source
website provides. Thus, we adopt a feedback-based image retrieval,
where we use LLM and measure similarities with the claim image
to guide the search term generation.

Feedback based Retrieval. For NewsCLIPpings images, text
pairs are sourced from news websites. The texts remain intact in

the dataset. Thus, a direct search with the text returns the corre-
sponding news item, image, and text exactly the same from the
news websites in most cases. However, evidence retrieval using
internet searches becomes non-trivial when the text in the claim is
even slightly rephrased, or in the case of the tweet data, where the
users express their opinion on a news event in their own words.

We propose a feedback-based retrieval scheme that leverages our
structured representation of the query text to guide the search. We
use pretrained visual networks, detailed in 3.1.1, to score the similar-
ities between the claim and retrieved evidence images that form our
visual feedback. This is combined with text feedback comprising of
the graph comparison results of the claim text and the text scarped
along with the retrieved image. This visual and text feedback is
used to propose a modified search term. In particular, we get vi-
sual similarity scores for objects, semantic, place, face, and caption,
which is communicated to the Large Language model to modify
the search string in terms of the named entities corresponding to
semantics, place, and person from the graph.

3.4 Interpretable Verification with Graph
Match and Image Match

We interpret a News story as a collection of named entities that exist
in the real world and a set of relationships or associations claimed
by the news story. While in the past, people have tried to judge
stories in their entirety as Fake or Pristine, we focus on trying to
find out which parts of the story are true because we have evidence
for it in the external world and which parts of the news can not be
verified or are contested. Given an image text multi-modal post, our
idea is to use the retrieved multi-modal evidence and independently
verify the textual and visual aspects of the claim.

For the visual verification, we look for exact matches from
among the retrieved evidence. So, wemeasure the images in terms of
their pretrained feature similarity but only accept matches beyond
high thresholds. As discussed in the previous section, our Image
Match scheme checks for visual aspects that are specific to news
items encoding the images in terms of semantics, places, objects,
faces, and automated caption. This allows us to explicitly point out
how the evidence image matches or contests the claim image.

We measure the Truthfulness of a text claim, represented as
an ER graph, in terms of Supported Claim Edges and Conflicts
in Nodes courtesy of our Graph Match scheme. This, of course,
depends on the complexity and verbosity of the claim and the
available evidence. In Fig 11, we compare our accuracy against the
number of claim edges in the sample. It demonstrates that claims
are that the either very generic (having 2 or less edges) or very
verbose (more than 4 edges) are where we struggle. For the majority
of the samples the number of claims were around 3, for which our
performance is comparable with the state-of-the-art. Finally we
highlight against that our False Negatives are always lower than
our False Positives, because as part of our design choice we wanted
to prioritize detection of fakes over verification of Pristine samples.

4 DATASETS
We present our results on synthetic and a real-world sample set,
NewsCLIPpings [13], and REMISS.
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Table 1: Dataset Comparison : NewsCLIPpings(synthetic) vs
Remiss(real)

NewsCLIPpings(Test) Remiss

Source
Image-caption pairs from
The Guardian, BBC, USA
Today, Washington Post

Tweets Collected
During Elections
in Barcelona in 2019

labels Fakes or OOC generated
by swapping captions Manual Annotation

samples 7233 100
Text Evidence Reverse search (fails 2033) Reverse search (fails 83)

Visual Evidence Direct Search with
Claim Text

Human with
Feedback Retrieval

Multimodal VL Aligned Text FilterVisual FilterVisual Filter

Figure 4: Remiss : Top 10 Image Classes, across filter stages

Filtering out Multimodal Posts , not aligned, not political
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RT @BcnStreet: #Barcelona 
#LaRibera #Bronik #StreetArt 
#urbanart 
https://t.co/sZ1gBfZrdj

de la Boqueria. arroz negre 
stuffed squid. chocolate sauce on 
the side. #CuinaCatalana 
#Catalonia #Barcelona #JulietStyle 
#DinneratJuliet

Street art

Colau / Iceta... Coses extranyes. 
#ninotaire #Barcelona #colau 
#adacolau #psc #iceta #miqueliceta 
#sisepuede #siqueespot #155 
#pactes #ajuntamentdebarcelona 
#humor #comics #independencia 
https://t.co/eSOJYBVbsI

meme/cartoon

Food/RestaurantLocal Event

Tourism

Doncs ha estat un plaer fer de jurat a l 
Festival de @TeatroUniversit de #Barcelona. 
Molta qualitat de les obres presentades i 
felicitats a les guanyadores! #teatre 
#universitat @la_UPC @UniBarcelona 
#festivals #teatro #premis ..

Visita la sección Boletos en la 
página 
https://t.co/yh7olhSHon y pide 
tu presupuesto con nuestro 
compromiso. #anaco 
#cantaura #eltigrevzla 
#lecheria ...

Advertisement

#Ceviches #restaurantes 
#FoodandWine 
#WineWednesday #Friends in 
#Barcelona Restaurante La 
Adelita Botanero Mexicano

Made it to the airport 
now I only have to wait 6 

hours until my check in  
#Barcelona 
#barcelonaairport #elprat 
#Airport #americano 
#coffee #imuststayawake

RT @garcialopez63: 
#Barcelona #CiutatVella 
#BarriGótic 
#streetphotography #Nikon 
http://t.co/TsM6Y6vpKd

Quan els candidats de Santa Fe del 
Penedès i Olivella empaten... 
decideixen qui serà l'alcalde llençant 
una moneda a l'aire? Sembla que sí! 
h

Figure 5: Samples rejected for verification: Because of Lack
of VL alignment and Political Content

4.1 REMISS Dataset
The dataset originates from 300943 tweets collected from Spanish
users during elections in Barcelona in 2019. In the following section
we discuss our filtering stages which consist of

• Multi modal
• Visual Language Alignment
• Visual Filter
• Text Filter

In Fig. 4 we the histogram of the top 10 classes as we undertake
our filtration schemes. In Fig. 5 we show examples of multimodal
samples rejected, while Fig. 7 shows the samples we filter for verifi-
cation.

4.1.1 Multi Modal Samples. 241827 of the 300943 or Around 80%
of the tweets were accompanied by an image. When we discount
reposts we find a total of 168651 Image-text pairs which are probable
candidates for verification.

Villafranca del Campo en la 
provincia de #Teruel. En el año 
1900 tenía 988 habitantes. En 
el año 2018 tenía 297 

habitantes. Ha perdido el 
69.93% de sus habitantes. 
#EspañaVaciada 
https://t.co/80Ro5Mognr

 Entrevista al MHP @KRLS al 
@diariARA "El #30G estava a disposició 
del @parlamentcat; hi havia Ple i majoria. 
El juliol de 2018 se'm van suspendre els 

meus drets polítics" "No em resignar-me 
davant l'estratègia de l'aïllament i 
l'ostracisme de l'Estat" @JuntsXCat #26M 

 https://t.co/Ifv5zlgypd

Bajar el salario a 850€ o recibir ayudas 
"por hijos concebidos no nacidos", en 
esta campaña el PP se ha lanzado a las 
políticas involutivas y quiere convertir 

nuestro país directamente en un 
#JurassicPPark volviendo a la era de los 
dinosaurios. #HazQuePase frena a la 
derecha  https://t.co/0EPA6lUzcA

Fins ara, la pluja d'avui ha 
deixat 21,8 mm a la Quar 
(#Berguedà), 20,2 mm a 
Viladrau (#Osona) o 14,8 mm a 

#Barcelona - el Raval. Podeu 
seguir l'evolució de la 
precipitació acumulada al web 
https://t.co/3XRnC6LxUO 
#meteocat 

https://t.co/xELXmBhAJO

@Crisdelpino78 Aunque no es de extrañar 
el chico viene de las canteras del PP y ha 
tenido buenos maestros, corruptos, espías, 
ladrones, xenofobos mentirosos y 

tramposos..... De casta le viene al galgo 
por eso #28AVotaPSOE 
#DerechasODerechos 
#LaEspañaQueQuieres #HazQuePase la 
gran familia  

https://t.co/Cxgus2uQlC

Demoras durante la 
mañana en #Barcelona 
por previsión de meteo 
adversa en alrededores 

del aeropuerto. 
#SafetyFirst 
https://t.co/VZ2jPK9vgk

ENCUESTA del #CIS #26M 
Gabilondo podría ser el 
Presidente de la Comunidad de 
Madrid. El PP de Madrid podría 

perder la Comunidad 
https://t.co/mOgHihQSyM

Until death do us apart 
#Barcelona #FCB 
https://t.co/0OyYDIQhMq

Rich Media Difficult

Memes

Bon dia ! 
@interiorgob 
admite errores en el 
traslado a web de 

los resultados 
electorales #26M 
2019 Ja vorem que 
diria un cego... 
https://t.co/ZR7d2h

RWie

Nestas eleccións municipais do #26M 
2019: un gato en Bande papou a 3 
ratos ou ratas que estaban a rillar no 
público. Seica din que os roedores 

andaban despistados, non se sabe 
moi ben, o certo é que foron ben 
papados... e case que caen 4. 
https://t.co/dyI4vmBf7i

Figure 6: Visual Filter of Rich Media Content and Memes

4.1.2 Visual Language Alignment. Our premise of using cross ev-
idence to fact check multimodal post is based on the image and
text (in the post) are aligned, and are expressing some shared idea.
The less abstract and more explicit this shared concepts are, the
easier it is to question them. Symbolism, in text or visual, renders
multimodal comparisons opaque and evidence retrievals hard. For
example, symbolic visuals are not just hard to compare with the
text, they are also hard to find evidence for when we are use the text
as query. If tweet about a protest is accompanied by an symbolic
image of protest, it is hard to verify or refute, On the other hand
when the tweet is accompanied by a real image of a protest, by
finding this image and checking what the source one can support or
refute the tweet text claim, Our method works at its best when the
images are not for symbolic purposes and are expressing important
details the tweet mentions, that are semantically aligned. In this
work we compare automatically generated BLIP caption similarity
with text claim to filter out weakly aligned text image pairs.

4.1.3 Visual Filter: Reject Rich Media web content. As we can see in
Fig.4 there is strong bias for image content that is of type ’website’,
this refers to rich media images or charts , diagrams what are from
news website often in the form of screen shots. In Fig. 6 we show
examples of such samples in the top row. These text heavy images
with poor quality visual content are difficult to compare or find in
the internet. We use the image net class labels to reject rich media
images from news papers or websites. In Fig. 6 bottom row we see
examples of memes, that are trivially classified as fake due to lack
of supporing evidence, as show in Fig. 8

4.1.4 Text Filter : Select Political Content . While this subset of
aligned text and image pairs make good candidates for verification
of generic content in social media, This particular dataset was
collected during election period aided by Journalists, and thus to
leverage the dataset we focus on content that is political in nature
The team of journalists had historical fake news data about users
and contents which was used to train a decision tree based binary
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Table 2: Remiss Filter:

Total Tweet Text 300943
Multimodal Tweet Text has an Image 168651
Visual Text Aligned cosine similarity ( Blip(image),text) > 0.40 15490
Visual Filter Image not of type ’website,internet’ 11090
Text Filter Fakeness Score > 0.45 420
with Evidence Collected through Feedback Retrieval 100

Relevant image text claims

Protests

MishapsPublic Event

#Directo | #Maragall da por fracasada la 
"operación" alternativa para que no sea 
alcalde de #Barcelona 
https://t.co/NnuaBYwFFT 

https://t.co/tH2ksxIP6p

Nos "refugiamos" en Sant Adrià de Besòs. #Barcelona 
https://t.co/zcmfdWUuCZ https://t.co/iPpMq3hcc7

Local Events

Solidaridad desde #Barcelona con la 
huelga de lxs trabajadorxs de #Telepizza 
en #Zaragoza, ¡por sus derechos y contra 
la precariedad! https://t.co/Rb7weqc8K

 A #Cassoles (#Barcelona) assenyalem 
diversos grups immobiliaris com a culpables 
de la mercantilització i l'especulació amb 
l'habitatge. #PunxemLaBombolla  

@ArranCassoles https://t.co/6Az44Iu1eg

Localizan #Cuerpo de una #persona en 
calidad de #desconocido sin vida en 
#Bucareli y #Barcelona entre bolsas de 
basura. En espera de #peritos quienes 

determinarán las causas de la #muerte. 
https://t.co/vZJ2NE0HSp

¡Últimas entradas a la venta para el 
concierto de #TheWorldofHansZimmer 
en #Barcelona el próximo viernes 5 de 
abril en el @PalauSantJordi!!! Por ajustes 

de producción, se ha ampliado el aforo. 
¡Corre antes de que se agoten!

Tabasco #Liverpool #Barcelona #Messi 
#Cristiano Fuerzas federal sostuvieron un 
enfrentamiento contra huachicoleros en la 
zona de la Ranchería Pejelagartero, 

Huimanguillo, sobre la carretera federal libre 
180. Los delincuentes quemaron vehículos y 
atravesaron carros. 
https://t.co/SN1mLZknWF

Un conductor de VTC drogado 
arrolla una docena de motos 
aparcadas en Barcelona #VTC 
#Barcelona https://t.co/CrUQQXotYb 

https://t.co/B3RPJfhjjv

L'@ANCPalamos reprèn les concentracions 
pels presos. Denuncia la repressió de l'Estat 
contra l'independentisme i les injerències de 
la JEC. Avui a les 20h davant l'@AjPalamos 

#Palamós #municipalscat 
https://t.co/53gJm6ugU5 
https://t.co/pVxy6FxBOd

@elmonarac1 @ernesturtasun Potser 
Ernest des de l'esquerra i d'altres grups 
alternarius, NO heM sabut explicar que 
és la solidaritat El racisme no és només 

per la por al diferent, tb per motius 
econòmics i, per tant és el capitalisme 
que hem de combatre #26M 
#EleccionsEuropees #elracismeenstanca 
https://t.co/etdaMsk4t7

Milers de persones es passen la pilota davant la 
Conselleria @aferssocialscat a #Barcelona, 
perquè ja n'hi ha prou! Prou de tirar pilotes fora! 
@ChakirelHomrani @sanchezcastejon 

@empleogob #10AnysCongelats 
#10AnysOblidats #SalvemElsCETs 
https://t.co/u0CObnKcxy

Tot plegat en un míting en què @bcnencomu 
ha omplert de gom a gom la plaça d'Ángel 
Pestaña de Nou Barris. El partit xifra 
l'assistència en un miler de persones 

#eleccionsRAC1 #26M 
https://t.co/OVFlwoa1wz

Figure 7: Samples Accepted for verification

classifier to detect suspicious text a cite. This acts as our filter to
seek suspicious posts that may require verification.

4.1.5 Evidence retrieval. Evidence retrieval was a challenge, and
in the end, we used a human-in-the-loop approach to annotate
100 samples. The collection consist of an equal number of Fake
and Pristine samples Our feedback retrieval is particularly useful
when it comes to finding images for texts stories that have been
subjectively retold, and thus benefits from an objective structured
representation.

News Sources. elpais.com, elmundo.es, abc.es, lavanguardia.com,
larazon.es, naciodigital.cat, marca.com, granadahoy.com, ecuadoretxea.org,
eldiario.es, diariocordoba.com , publico.es, beteve.cat, radiosabadell.com,
elespanol.com

In Fig. 8 we demonstrate our evidence retrieval across different
types of multimodal posts. In row 1, we see that memes are trivally
marked as fake, because of lack of supporting evidence. For rich
media in row 2, we see that despite retrieving relevant evidence,
the visual nature of graphs, charts makes it hard to compare with
the collected evidence, thus these are posts our method fails to deal
with. Row 3 shows examples of art, street art in this case, which is
often hard to find evidence for without artist information. Finally in
row 4, 5 we show that protests and public events are well covered in
News Media, leading to correct evidence retrieval and verification.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Results: Disinformation Detection
Our results on the binary task of Disinformation Detection are
presented in Tab. 3.

Related Methods and Baselines.

Memes have no Evidence, trivially fake thus

Rich Media in the form of tables and charts are difficult to collect 
evidence for

Street Art is difficult, because descriptions are generic and Barcelona has an abundance of it , but if artist is 
mentioned in helps

Protests, accidents are often well reported, especially when occurring in cities

Public events of Politicians and Concerts are well reported in Media

Figure 8: Evidence Retrieval: Accross Post Types

• CLIP [13] does not use any evidence but passes image and
text through separate encoders to learn a binary Classifica-
tion task.

• CCN [1] proposes the use of Cross Evidences to learn a
binary Classification task.

• RED [16] highlights the need to point to relevant evidence.
They create a dataset of relevant irrelevant evidence based
on cosine similarity with the claim and train a binary clas-
sification task of fake or not that leverages this idea of
relevance. As noted earlier, this allows them to point to the
evidence that led to the decision, but they can not process
the evidence in a fine-grained manner to say which parts
of the evidence led to the decision.

• Baseline TS is our similarity-based baseline, where we find
thresholds from the validation set. For the visual elements,
the similarity is similar to RAV, where we consider the co-
sine distance of pretrained features about semantics, place,
and objects. For text, we use cosine distance between Bert
embeddings.

• BaselineVTA is our baseline based on a supervised transformer-
based setup. It is similar to the CCN Method in terms of
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Claim text Visual Evidence (Text)Text Evidence

Floods swamped the village of 
Lostwithiel in Cornwall on on 
November 17 2010 Climate change 
is increasing the risk of flooding in 
the UK

Heavy rain swells Aberdeen's river 
Don to highest level on record | 
Aberdeen | The Guardian

Photographs taken on Thursday 
showed Air Force Intelligence s 
bombdamaged headquarters in 
Aleppo

Photographs taken on Thursday 
showed Air Force Intelligence's 
bomb-damaged headquarters in 
Aleppo

Syria conflict: Clashes near Aleppo intelligence 

HQ - BBC News Photographs taken on Thursday 

showed Air Force Intelligence's bomb-damaged 
headquarters in Aleppo Photo taken on 5 

March 2015 shows damaged Air Force 
Intelligence headquarters in Aleppo

BBC3 won the RTS best single 
drama award for Murdered By My 
Boyfrien

BBC3 wins three RTS awards despite threat of TV closure 

| BBC Three | The Guardian BBC3 won the RTS best 
single drama award for Murdered By My Boyfriend. BBC3 
won the RTS best single drama award for Murdered By 

My Boyfriend

Climate change set to hit UK hard and the 

poorest hardest | Climate change | The 

Guardian Floods swamped the village of 
Lostwithiel in Cornwall on on November 17, 

2010. Climate change is increasing the risk of 
flooding in the UK Photograph: Matt 

Cardy/Getty Images UK under the stress of 

climate change : floods Hits Devon And 
Cornwall

'Sex for secrets' North Korean 
ex-spy finds herself 
ostracised and jobless in 
South | South China Morning 
Post

Conflict from text debunks

text and visual (text)verifies

Only visual (text)verifies

Figure 9: We show examples of Entity Relationship graphs in
terms of claim, text, and text from visual evidence. Matched
nodes and edges (or walks) share color. Nodes that are con-
flicted in terms of Location or Date data in their neighbor-
hood are marked red. The conflicted edges are also marked
red. In the 1st example, Floods and Aberdeen conflict because
of locations ’Village of Lostwithiel’ and ’Aberdeen.’ In the
2nd example, we see both the evidence validate the claim. In
The 3rd example, we see there are no conflicts. The text evi-
dence does not share any entities or relationships, but there
is no conflict in terms of the detected place or location. The
only verification comes from the text of the visual evidence,
which is only helpful when the visual evidence matches the
claim.

the features used, but instead of using a memory network
to capture relevant evidence, it uses an end-to-end trans-
former framework trained on the final label.

Our results validate that RAV is comparable with state-of-the-art
methods while maintaining high accuracy in rejecting fakes despite
the zero-shot setting. The inclusion of evidence leads to better
results, as can be inferred from the improvements due to CCN over
CLIP, validating the idea that fact-checking should be evidence-
based. But in general, the supervised evidence-based fact-checking
models proposed perform similarly on the task of detecting fakes
versus pristine; our baseline VTA model performs comparable to
the State of the art but often deems news Pristine even without
credible evidence or any evidence at all. The learning, however,
does not transfer well to the Spanish Fake News, which can be
attributed to the quality and style of remiss data discussed in Sec.
5.3.

Table 3: OOC Detection: Baselines vs. RAV: Our Primary ob-
servation is our competitive results without any supervision.
While our system fails to verify some real news, it does better
than others in rejecting fake news. knw refers to knowledge
or evidence and sup refers to supervision. ‘T’ means ’True,’

Method Knw Sup NewsCLIPpings Remiss
Accuracy Accuracy

Overall Fake Pristine Overall Fake Pristine
1 CLIP[13] - T 66.1 56.4 75.7
2 CCN[1] T T 84.7 84.8 84.5 - - -
3 RED[16] T T 87.9 -
4 VTA T T 87.4 86.4 88.4 44 42 46
5 TS T - 74.5 82.3 66.5 52 78 26
6 RAV T - 87.2 91.1 83.4 65 82 48

5.2 Structured Representation
Text Graph Comparision is better than Global Similarity.

We believe that detecting fakes is more important than verifying
pristine. This can be easily achieved with high similarity thresholds,
as we can see in our baseline TS. Our improvements over baseline
TS highlight the discriminative nature of our ER graph represen-
tation over global word embeddings as both the methods use the
same visual channel; as we see in our results in Fig.9 representing
the text as Entity Relationship enables us to highlight details rel-
evant to our task. The first example shows that both the text and
the Text evidence are about Floods in the UK; structured Repre-
sentation quickly points out the conflict in terms of the location
type ’Aberdeen’ and ’Village of Lostwithiel.’ This also allows us to
set high thresholds for node similarity and avoid false positives,
as now we will only match entities against other instances of the
same entity type; but in this specific case, they are both from the
UK, which might mean their semantic embeddings are similar. For
locations and Dates though we use a hierarchical representation
and exact matching as discussed in Sec.3.1.2, and thus in this exam-
ple, ‘Village of Lostwithiel’ is actually represented in the graph as
𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 : 𝐿𝑂𝐶𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 : 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑈𝐾 and ‘Ab-
erdeen’ as 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 : 𝐿𝑂𝐶𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 : 𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑛,𝑢𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 .
For Remiss, the texts are very different, and global semantics don’t
work so well. Our high thresholds mean we reject most evidence
when applying baseline TS, and it is only when we introduce fine-
grained structured representation through RAV that we are able to
identify supports and conflicts.

Conditioning on claim helps retain structure. In Fig. 10 we
see how texts which vary widely in sentence structure and content
result in structurally dissimilar graphs, which are often hard to
compare, as seen in row 1. As discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, Conditional
Graph is essential for Comparing texts of Varying length, by focus-
ing the graph construction on entities and relationships present in
the claim.

5.3 Qualitative Results: Real Vs lab
5.3.1 Quality of Claims.
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Romney speaks at a Salt Lake City 
fundraiser on Sept 18

Romney's Fundraising Comes Down to Earth - The Atlantic 
Republican presidential candidate and former 
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney arrives to speak at a 
campaign fundraising event, the first which has allowed 
cameras in, at The Grand America in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2012.

0.48

48

48

48

Conditioned on claim

Figure 10: Conditional Graph helps preserve structure. In the
top row we compare two texts in terms of their generated
graphs, note despite the texts not being similar, only 0.48
score, yet we can detect the common nodes and edges, colored
similarly in the annotated simplified graph shown to the
right of the actual graph. In the bottom row we see how
conditioning the entity and relation detection on the claim
allows us generated a similarly structured graphs, which
leads to detection of more nodes and edges

Figure 11: We plot the accuracy against the number of claims
in the input text for the NewsCLIPpings dataset. Samples per
edge count is the fraction of input samples with a particular
edge count. We can see most claims consist of 2 to 4 edges.

Text. For NewsCLIPpings, the claim texts are sourced from News
websites, thus maintaining a particular journalistic format charac-
terized by objectivity, relevant details, and brevity; in Remiss, the
retelling of the text happens subjectively and often with a strong
bias. This verbosity affects both the formation of the ER graphs and
the retrieval of evidence.

Image. The NewsCLIPpings images are mostly professionally
taken pictures already published on news websites. For Remiss,
the images are mostly taken by individuals and often differ in
visual perspective from the ones reported by journalists on news
websites, as seen in Fig. 15 row 2 and Fig.14 row 1. While these

Cross Evidence Retrieval Zero Shot PredictionClaim

Freeza Meats of Newry said it had 
been asked by an Irish company 
to store the meat after they had 
declined to buy it

- Freeza Meats former director 
appears at Westminster committee - 
BBC News
- Freeza Meats of Newry said it had 

been asked by an Irish company to 
store the meat after they had declined 
to buy it
- Freeza Meats -
Asda withdraws frozen burger range 

supplied by NI company - BBC News

Freeza Meats of Newry said it 
had been asked by an Irish 
company to store the meat 
after they had declined to buy 
it

+ XT(V) verifies + XV(T) verifies

Taliban militants oppose polio 
vaccination campaigns in Pakistan

- Four kidnapped polio workers are 
found dead in Pakistan - BBC News - 
Taliban militants oppose polio 
vaccination campaigns in Pakistan 

- A health worker administers the Polio 
vaccine to a child in Karachi, Pakistan on 
27 January 2015.

Taliban militants oppose polio 
vaccination campaigns in 
Pakistan

PAKISTAN Taliban threats against 
immunisation raise polio epidemic 
risks in Pakistan PAKISTAN Taliban 
threats against immunisation raise 
polio epidemic ...

+ XT(V) verifies + XV(T) OOC

Figure 12: We show examples of Verification in NewsCLIP-
pings dataset

Cross Evidence Retrieval Zero Shot PredictionClaim

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 
speaks at a news conference after a roundtable 
to discuss the health care crisis in San Juan 
Puerto Rico Friday Sept 4 2015

- Ready for Hillary looks to build 
support among black women - 
The Washington Post 
- Cliff Owen/AP - Former 
Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton addresses the 
51st Delta Sigma Theta National 
Convention in Washington, D.C., 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013.
- Image without a caption 

Cl i ff Owen/AP - Former 
Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton addresses the 
51st Delta Sigma Theta National 
Convention in Washington, D.C., 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013.

On the Road with Hillary C linton in Puerto  
Rico | Still4Hill D emocratic p resid ential  
candidate Hillary  Rodham Clinton  listens to  
a question during a n ews conference after  

a roundtable to discuss the health care  
crisis in San Juan, Puerto Rico , Friday, Sept.  
4, 2015. (AP Photo/Ricardo Arduengo)

Southern Sudanese women receive skills training at the 
Abu Shouq internally displaced people s camp north of 
Darfur

- no_text_evidence - no_text_evidence

Sudan needs English to build br idges  
between North and South | Tefl | The 
Guardian Southern Sudanes e wo men  
rec eive skills  training at  the Abu Shouq 

internally displac ed p eople's c amp  
north of Darfur . Photograph: ALB ERT 
GONZALEZ FARRAN /AFP sudan  
referrendum english

+ XT(V) Not Sufficient+ XV(T) OOC

+ XT(V) Not Sufficient+ XV(T) OOC + XT(V) 
conflicts in location / date

Figure 13:We show examples of Fake Detection in NewsCLIP-
pings dataset

are both pristine samples and the visual evidence retrieved are also
correct, is only the widely varying perspective between the claim
and evidence in Fig.14 that lead to OOC decision.

5.3.2 Retrieval.

Direct Search. In Direct search, we use the claim text. Because of
the publisher origin of NewsCLIPpings, the style of the text also
acts as a clue and often returns exact matches, as seen in Fig. 12, row
1. For Remiss, we never encounter exact text matches from direct
search, and spend the bulk of our effort in the retrieval stage, with
a Human in the loop feedback-based retrieval resulting in exact
matches, eg, Fig.15. Even for the returned search results, which are
mostly from Google’s cache, the link cannot often be traced back
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Cross Evidence Retrieval Zero Shot PredictionClaim

Maragall enters into direct confrontation with 
Artadi and Colau over his age and long political 
career, stating he wants to debate with arguments 
and not disqualifications. He clarifies that he has 

not come to make a pact with Colau, but to replace 
her. #Municipals2019 #barcelona

#Maragall #ErnestMaragall #SolSquare #Barcelona #Colau #ERC 
#interview #elections #politics Ernest Maragall from ERC makes 
a statement in an interview at Sol Square in Barcelona, 
expressing his intention to replace Colau instead of forming a 

pact with her.

- no_text_evidence

A Glovo delivery driver died in Barcelona, 
sparking #anticapitalism sentiments against the 
company's policies.

#Protest #Glovo #Barcelona #PrecariousWork 
#Death #Courier Around 100 delivery workers 
gather in front of Glovo in Barcelona to protest the 
death of a colleague. The protest is a response to 

the precarious working conditions in the delivery 
sector, with workers claiming to be the new slaves 
of the 21st century.

- no_text_evidence

+ XT(V) Not Sufficient + XV(T) OOC

+ XT(V) Not Sufficient + XV(T) OOC

Figure 14: We show examples of Failures in Remiss dataset

Cross Evidence Retrieval Zero Shot PredictionClaim

@erc_moianes and JxCat tie at 
the Moianes Council, where CUP 
enters. #CatalanLocalElections

- {'alt_node': 'Seu del Consell 
Comarcal del Moianès'}Especial 
Eleccions Municipals 2019 - 
Manresa 
- {'alt_node': 'Seu del Consell 
Comarcal del Moianès'}Especial 
Eleccions Municipals 2019 - 
Manresa

Summary: ERC and JxCat tie in the Moianès 
Regional Council, where the CUP enters. This 
marks a significant political development in 
the Moianès area and a potential shift in 
power dynamics. #ERC #JxCat 
#ConsellComarcal #Moianès #CUP

Seu 
del Consell Comarcal del Moianès'
}Especial Eleccions Municipals 
2019 - Manresa

@DianaRibaGiner and @gabrielrufian held an 
electoral event at Lledoners prison; meanwhile, 
ERC was holding events at Puig de les Basses and 
Mas d’Enric. #VadeLlibertat

- Car Street Pedestrian 
Recreation Asphalt concrete

- Car Street Pedestrian 
Recreation Asphalt concrete

+ XT(V) verifies + XV(T) verifies

ERC candidates Gabriel Rufián 
and Diana Riba address the 
media after visiting Lledoners 
prison as part of campaign 

event with inmates 
#Elecciones28A

+ XT(V) Not Sufficient + XV(T) verifies

Figure 15: We show examples of Verification in Remiss
dataset

to its source for contextual text. While we did encounter cases of
pages being updated leading to this, the major reason was actually
paywalls. Finally, retrieval is also limited by its actual coverage on
the news websites.

Reverse Search. For NewsCLIPpings, the reverse search with im-
age claim returns results for around seventy percent of cases. This
is despite the already published nature of the source images. For
Remiss, reverse search with an image rarely returns results apart
from automatically detected entities. We hypothesize that the ab-
sence of published exact forms in mainstream media is one of the
causes.

5.3.3 Evidence.

Muerte Bilbo trabajador Glovo Barcelona 
Sabado joven 22 años LaPrecariedadMata

{'alt_node': 'glovo-mata-
eragin'}glovo – Ecuador Etxea

Cataluña. La muerte de un repartidor 
de Glovo en Barcelona desata 
protestas contra la precariedad

En #Bilbo con @eraginbilbo denunciando 
la muerte de un trabajador de #Glovo de 
22 años el pasado sabado en #Barcelona. 
#LaPrecariedadMata 
https://t.co/RRzuGHRSto

Muerte Trabajador Glovo Barcelona Eraginbilbo 
Sabado LaPrecariedadMata Denuncia

31/12/1984-20/4/2019 #12518díassintren 
#Guadix #Baza #Almanzora #Lorca El 
#31M en Madrid, igual que antes en 
Granada, Murcia, Almería o Sevilla, y 
mañana en cualquier parte donde 
podamos denunciar esta injusticia 
Licitación/ Adjudicación YA del 
#EstudioInformtivo #EspañaVaciada 
https://t.co/H0UdcQeRos

Guadix en la revuelta | Actualidad 
| Cadena SER

denunciar Guadix Baza Almanzora Lorca Madrid 
Granada

denunciar Guadix Baza España Vaciada Madrid 
Granada Murcia Almería Sevilla mañana

{'alt_node': 'La Granada vaciada se suma a la 
revuelta contra la despoblación rural en 
Madrid'}Isabel García Tejerina, últimas noticias - 
ABC.es

Search finished because of exact visual match

Search finished because of matched nodes and edges

Figure 16: Feed Back Based Retrieval: Use unmatched nodes
to construct text search term

Visual. Visual similarity, from a verification perspective, is a
challenge on its own. In this work, we use visual similarity to reduce
our search space and mostly rely on contextual text extracted from
sources for support or conflict. This means we even find images
from alternate visual perspectives ranked higher because of the
contextual text. For Remiss, such contextual text varies widely from
the claim in terms of style and length. Our image similarity measure
is also useful for identifying exact matches, particularly valuable in
scenarios where contextual text is absent. Such exact matches are
often found in NewsCLIPpings.

Text. Text Evidence, when available from exactmatches, is telling.
In NewsCLIPpings, we see text evidence that is useful for detecting
conflicts with claim text. For Remiss, text evidence is rare, and we
mostly rely on visual evidence for support.

5.4 Feed Back Based Retrieval
Our feedback retrieval is particularly useful when it comes to find-
ing images for texts stories that have been subjectively retold, and
thus benefits from an objective structured representation. In Fig.
16 we see its application to the real world remiss dataset, where
we often have to go to multiple search term refinement to find the
correct image.

Sources for Remiss are Spanish News Sites including. elpais.com,
elmundo.es, abc.es, lavanguardia.com, larazon.es, naciodigital.cat,
marca.com, granadahoy.com, ecuadoretxea.org, eldiario.es, diario-
cordoba.com , publico.es, beteve.cat, radiosabadell.com, elespanol.com

5.5 Fail Cases
In Fig. 17 we show how we reject samples as fake, if the visual
content is symbolic, as this visual claim can not be meaningfully
compared with the visual evidence from the text. In Fig. 18 we
show how often even with poor evidence the trained VTA Model
makes predictions which are correct. Our RAV based model rejects
all these as fakes, due to the lack of evidence.



Retrieval Augmented Verification : Unveiling Disinformation with Structured Representations for Zero-Shot Real-Time Evidence-guided Fact-Checking of Multi-modal Social
media posts

In recent years Indian authorities have been 
criticised for acting against several people for 
their posts on Facebook or Twitter (*)

WalMart employs 13 million people in the US 
making it the country s largest employer

This full moon seen from the village of Gutkow 
central Poland is said by astronomers to be the 
closest and largest full moon of 2014

The House energy and commerce committee 
has summoned the cofounder of the New 
England Compounding Center

What if the field looks like this as it did in 
Philadelphia during the EaglesLions game on 
Dec 8 during the Super Bowl at MetLife 
Stadium in East Rutherford NJ

Japanese banks are trying to gain market share 
abroad from troubled European banks (*)

Figure 17: Fail Cases: We Mark pristine samples as fake, be-
cause the visual claims are symbolic, note how the VTA base-
line often marks these as pristine, marked with yellow

California This twobedroom
house in Big Bear Lake sleeps 
five and has an average rate of 
135 a night (*)

- no_text_evidence
- no_text_evidence

Spanish for sixth base Bajo 
Sexto Taco Lounge opened 
inside the Country Music Hall 
of Fame and Museum in 
Nashville(*)

The Lib Dems polled 
less than 400 votes in 
the Rochester 
byelection (*)

- no_text_evidence

- no_text_evidence

Lots of local families stop by 
the egg farm to buy their eggs 
right from the coops Kalyvas 
tries to do most of his 
business transactions in cash 
these days(*)

Antibailout protesters 
outside the Irish parliament 
in Dublin in 2010 Ireland 
has stuck with its austerity 
programme and seems 
likely to continu

Clinton greets people in the crowd 
during a rally at PascoHernando
State College in Dade City Fla(*)

- no_text_evidence - no_text_evidence

Figure 18: Fail Cases: We Mark pristine samples as fake, be-
cause the visual claims are could be not found, note how the
VTA baseline often marks these as pristine, marked with
yellow

5.6 Parameters and Thresholds
• Node Similarity Threshold is used to reject mapping during

Node Matching using Hungarian. We set this value to 0.8,
making sure only nodes that match beyond this thresh-
old with their name and description field in terms of Bert
Similarity.

• Edge Similarity Threshold is used to reject connected edges
or walks in the evidence graph during Edge Matching. We
set this value to 0.5, making sure only edges or walks that
match beyond this threshold with their action field in terms
of Bert Similarity. Edge threshold is only applied to con-
nected edges or walks.

• Image Similarity Threshold is set to 0.9 for all types of image
features (face, place, object, caption). If any 3 of these pass
the threshold, we consider the image matched visually.

• Edge Support Threshold is the minimum fraction of sup-
ported edges for Graph match; this is set to 0.3.

• Graph Conflict Threshold is set to the number of conflicts
we tolerate. We don’t tolerate any conflict, and this thresh-
old is set at zero.

5.7 Use of Large Language Model (LLM)
We are careful not to use LLMs to make any decision. Our use of
LLMs is restricted to generating ER graphs and Search terms. We

also don’t use LLM to build any dataset or synthetic data to train
models. We leverage the NLP abilities of LLM to detect entities
and relationships. While we have experimented with Mistral, Orca,
and llava, we found Chatgpt from Openai to be the most useful in
terms of the quality of the generated ER graphs and following our
instructions regarding graph structure and output format. We use
gpt-3.5turbo for all our LLM tasks.

6 CONCLUSION
Tackling misinformation is a technically challenging problem, but it
has huge ramifications in this new world of post-truth. In this work,
we looked at the specific case when real images are taken out of
context and insidiously used to spread propaganda. We show that
with the use of structured representation and rule-based matching,
one can place news in context and thereby explain which parts are
supported and which are conflicted.
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